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HISTORY
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During the second half of the XX 
century, Armenia was one of the 
scientific and research powerhouses 
of the USSR. Known as the Silicon 
Valley of the Soviet Union, Armenia 
always had its footprint in the global 
technological landscape. An 
important aspect of Armenian 
culture, relevant to this proposal, is 
the high-value Armenians put on 
education. Despite many years of 
hardship, Armenia continues to have 
high levels of literacy and high rates 
of educational enrolment.
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Prof. Narine Sarvazyan

Metrics overview:

Documents by author: 66
Citations: 2129
h-index: 20

2017   Research Enhancement Initiative with George Washington 
University (USA) entitled “Testing effects of Macrovipera lebetina obtusa and 
Montivipera raddei venoms on cardiac myocyte network behaviour.”

ERA Chair candidate
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ERA Chair candidate

Back in 1991, due to a nearly complete collapse of the Soviet academic
system, she left Armenia within a few months after receiving her Ph.D.
degree. This was followed by a brief postdoctoral experience in Europe
and then in the United States. Dr. Sarvazyan’s career then progressed
from being a junior research faculty at the Texas Tech University (TTU)
to a tenured professor at the George Washington University (GW)
where she now leads an internationally recognized research program
(sarvazyanlab.smhs.gwu.edu). Her lab interests are diverse and include
free-radical mediated cardiotoxicity of anticancer drugs, stem cell
therapy, effects of plasticizers, anti-arrhythmia treatments, and more
recently cardiac tissue engineering. Throughout the past three decades,
Dr. Sarvazyan’s lab has been continuously funded by the US National
Institutes of Health, the National Science Foundation, and the
American Heart Association. She is the US Fulbright Scholar, the
American Heart Association Established Investigator, and the recipient
of the Distinguished Teacher Award from both TTU and GW.
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Key objectives of the ERA Chair holder and her team:
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 Formation on OIPH premises a regional biovisualization
research excellence core  

 Creation of a new OIPH research group with a  focus on 
hyperspectral imaging of surgical targets

 Implementation of additional state-of-the-art protocols in 
the field of tissue engineering and 3D bioprinting

 Improvement of OIPH compliance environment covering 
animal use, biosafety, and human subjects 

 Training of junior OIPH researchers in data and  image 
analysis, poster and oral presentations  

 Establishment of a new OIPH unit for scientific writing and 
grant management

 Execution of mutually beneficial collaborative arrangements 
with the regional medical centers
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Implementation
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Work Packages 
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 i) Overall project management based on SWOT analysis (WP1): This project will require more 
than a classic project coordination and management approach: in addition to the basic 
requirements of logistics, coordination and reporting, the OIPH will conduct a critical self-
assessment of its existing operational procedures, in view of upgrading and adapting them in 
order to meet the requirements of the ERA Chair. 

 ii) Recruitment (WP2): Recruitment of ERA Chair team members will be conducted through a 
transparent and competitive process. Here, the OIPH will put together an international search 
and evaluation committee composed from recognized experts in the field. The committee, in 
collaboration with the Coordinator and the ERA Chair holder will determine the exact terms 
of desired positions and select the most suitable candidates. The committee will also help 
disseminating vacancies announcements to a wide range of relevant international and 
regional networks. 

 iii) Research & Capacity Building (WP3): The ERA Chair and her team will benefit from 
operating within the support structures of the OIPH. The OIPH, as part of its own 
contribution, will ensure that the relevant research infrastructure upgrades are carried out in 
a timely fashion according to the need-based assessment developed in coordination with the 
ERA Chair. This will enable her team to be equipped appropriately in order to pursue their 
research activities at the highest level. 
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iv)Training & Knowledge Management (WP4): Educational support will initially emanate 
from the existing structures of the OIPH. Following the arrival of the ERA Chair, a more 
specialized Grant Support and Scientific Writing (GSSW) unit, embedded in the existing 
office, will be formed under the leadership of the ERA Chair. The aim of the GSSW unit 
will be to train young scientists in writing academic texts and submitting grant 
applications, as well as in post-award project management and reporting. It is extremely 
important to properly train the next generation of scientists which will be achieved by 
incorporating a module on the work of the ERA Chair into the OIPH’s doctoral programs, 
refreshment courses and training workshops.

v) Scientific Work Project (WP5): The ERA Chair will work closely with the heads of the 
individual laboratories to determine where the use of TERM products and/or novel 
biovisualization approaches can aid their ongoing research projects. She will also aim at 
optimal utilization of resources and support structures described in other work packages 
to carry out her own portfolio of high-quality research projects. Together these efforts 
will enable the OIPH to raise its research profile and build its R&D capacity. 
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vi) Compliance (WP6): The successful implementation of this work package is one of
the key features of the ERA Chair program. The goal will be to bring OIPH animal
facility to the level compliant with current European and US standards of animal
care; to establish OIPH Ethics and compliance committee (ECC) that will include
institutional animal care and use subcommittee to review ongoing and future
animal protocols, institutional review board (IRB) subcommittee to oversee
protocols that involve use of human tissues or live patients; and a biosafety
subcommittee.

vii) Overall Project dissemination (WP7): The proposed activities will contribute
towards the objectives of transforming Armenia’s economy into a knowledge
economy. A dissemination and outreach strategy will be developed and
implemented to ensure the widest possible spread of the knowledge products
associated with the ERA Chair’s thematic content. It is assumed that the various
methods to disseminate information are distributed successfully and all planned
events will be well attended by stakeholders of national and international level.


